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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Laboratory Confirms That SafeGlo222 Ultraviolet 
Destroys Covid-19 Virus 

Prestigious CSIR Laboratory states that SafeGlo ultraviolet quickly 
kills Covid-19 Virus, safely disinfecting both air and surfaces 

For Immediate Release -  
Guangdong, China, 24 June 2021 GMY Lighting Technology announced today that the company’s 
SafeGlo222 ultraviolet lamps had been proven to kill SARS CoV-2, the virus that causes Covid-19.  

“We have known that our SafeGlo222 ultraviolet disinfects airborne and surface viruses with no harmful 
human side effects,” said Mr. Hong Yannan, chairman of GMY. “These new results from the 
internationally recognized CSIR Laboratory confirm that our unique technology also destroys the specific 
virus responsible for the covid epidemic.” 

The tests were performed by the globally respected CSIR Laboratory, based in Pretoria, South Africa.  
The subjects were ulltraviolet disinfection units produced by Far UVC Africa, which are powered by 
GMY’s SafeGlo222 ultraviolet lamps. CSIR grew live covid virus in its laboratory, and then exposed the 
living virus to SafeGlo222 Far UVC ultraviolet light. They found that exposures as short as 15 minutes 
completely eliminated the virus. CSIR issued a statement saying that its results “confirm that the Far UVC 
light generated by this device can destroy SARS CoV-2.” 

As the threat of Covid-19 grew worldwide, GMY responded by dedicating its factory to the production of 
SafeGlo ultraviolet products, shipping tens of thousands of critically needed units throughout China and 
around the world. “We had confidence that our SafeGlo products were beneficial, but we grateful to be 
know that our efforts actually killed Covid-19, and thus truly reduced the spread of the epidemic,” Mr. 
Hong concluded. 

About GMY Lighting  

GMY Lighting is more than a world leader in the development and distribution of ultraviolet lighting 
products. Since 1998, GMY Lighting has been recognized worldwide for its outstanding product 
technology, excellent product quality and thoughtful customer service. In addition to ultraviolet lights, 
GMY offers general lighting, automotive lighting, and specialty light sources health equipment, 
disinfection applications, and horticultural lighting. GMY is proud to have formed supplier partnerships 
with Phillips, Far UVC Africa, and dozens of other manufacturers around the world 
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